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 1a201a-a973-4e35-85eb-8dfedad9400f use modflow-server-operator; operator modflow-server-operator() { parameters: @display("i=block/circuit"); class bgp_conf { string subnet_mask = "/32"; string vrf_name = ""; } requirements { string BGP_CONF = { string config(bgp_conf) { // used for write operations // used by downstreams for reloads } } } "The United States Navy's flagship guided
missile destroyer USS Barry has been ordered to remain in the Persian Gulf on a permanent basis, following the U.S. pullout from Iraq. "They are conducting operations in the Gulf of Oman as they continue to enforce U.S. policy," said Commander Erin Conley, spokeswoman for U.S. Central Command. "The destroyer was the only U.S. warship deployed to the Gulf of Oman to back up U.S. policy."

Conley added that while Barry's presence in the Gulf is in no way related to last week's incident at the U.S. Consulate in Benghazi, Libya, the U.S. has "a sustained presence in the region and will continue to be as we look to deter Iranian aggression." Barry, which deployed in September, was conducting exercises with the U.S. 6th Fleet in the Gulf when it arrived there in September, before being
ordered to the region in December. The move comes as the U.S. is weighing a significant drawdown in its force in Afghanistan, following its drawdown in Iraq. While Conley confirmed that the Barry would remain in the region, she did not specify the exact location of its deployment. However, a number of U.S. warships remain deployed to the region. The USS Arleigh Burke, an Aegis-equipped

destroyer, was also ordered to remain in the Gulf region, due to its position as "the U.S. Pacific Fleet's flagship," according to the Navy. The Arleigh Burke was dispatched 82157476af
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